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Data Field Descriptions in the BASIC Main Form window  
This document describes data fields used in the Agta Demographic Database, © Thomas and 

Janet Headland and SIL International, version 2.0, online at 

http://www.sil.org/silepubs/abstract.asp?id=49227.  

May be used for non-profit purposes if copyright owner is acknowledged.  

See definitions of terms at the bottom of this table.  

Label of the cell in 

the Form View  

Field name in 

BASIC form  
Explanation of the field  

No label; cell appears in 

top left corner of the 

Main Form.  

ID  ID number; each individual has a unique number.  

No label; cell is at top 

next to id cell.  

Name  Name; the common most widely known name of 

individual.  

Sex  SexID  1=Male; 2=female; 3=unknown; 4=miscarriage; 

5=fetus still pregnant  

Group  GroupID  1=Is/was member of SIA* population (means 

person/Ego was at some time in his/her life a resident 

member of the SIA); 2=never member of SIA 

population; 3=stillborns and miscarriages  

No label; cell is directly 

under id cell.  

Name2_3  Other names; secondary names; nicknames.  

No label; cell is to the 

right of cell for other 

names.  

LastName  Surname; last name; most Agta did not have or use 

surnames in the 1960s; by the 1990s many would 

give a surname if asked, but often gave different 

surnames at different times. Some give their father‟s 

or grandfather‟s first name as their surname.  

MnemonicNotes  MnemonicNotes  Notes to aid in remembering 

who Ego is.  

Acculturate  AccultID  1=A first generation member of Acculturating Population,** refers 

to an Agta who entered that pop by marrying a non-Agta lowlander 

person or an acculturating Agta, or who was adopted by lowlander, 

or a lowlander who marries an Agta –if they lived on the Peninsula; 

also may refer to an Agta who had a non-Agta spouse when they 

moved onto the Peninsula.***  

2=Mixed-blood marriage but never member of Acc Pop because 

couple never lived on Peninsula.  

5=A child of a person who is a „1‟ (or a „2‟ if the child lived in Acc 

Pop but never either parent); second generation member of the Acc 

Pop.  If parents were once members of Acc Pop before child was 

born, but child never lived in Acc Pop, then child should be coded 

with a „6‟.  

6=children of mixed marriages living lowlander lifestyle but never 

member of Acc Pop because never lived on Peninsula in the Acc 

Pop. „6‟ also refers to about 70 Agta who have left living with other 

Agta and moved and lived with lowlanders outside of the Peninsula 

(not in the Peninsula).  

8=Third generation member of the Acc Pop; if cell is empty or says 

“Data Not Entered” that means the person (Ego) was never a 

member of the Acc Pop.  

9=Fourth generation member of the Acc Pop. (None as of -1-1-2010) 
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Label of the cell in 

the Form View  

Field name in BASIC 

form  

Explanation of the 

field 
Height  Calculated from table 

BodyMeasure on ID and Height 

fields  

Height of Ego in inches; 
some individuals were 
measured more than once 
over the years and the figure 
shown in their Main Form 
report is the average of those 
multiple measurements. 
(Measurements taken in 
1936 were taken by Morice 
Vanoverbergh.) To see all 
the weights and heights 
taken of an individual, go to 
the Main Form of this 
database and check “Body 
Measures” and click the 
“Open Agta Form” button.  

Weight  Calculated from table 

BodyMeasure on ID and 

Weight fields  

Weight of Ego in pounds; 
numerous individuals were 
weighed multiple times over 
the years and the figure 
shown in their Main Form 
report is the average of those 
measurements. 
(Measurements taken in 
1936 were taken by Morice 
Vanoverbergh.)  

Mother  MotherID  ID number and name of 
Ego’s mother.  

Father  FatherID  ID number and name of 
Ego’s father.  

Children of Ego  Click this button to see a table of this Ego’s 
children. Calls either query 
qryChildrenofFather or qryChildrenofMother.  

Descendents of Ego Click this button to see a genealogy chart 
showing all of the known descendents of 
Ego. For example, by clicking this button for 
Agol-5713 (born about 1863), a ten-page 
genealogical tree chart opens showing the 
names and sex of all of his six children plus 
all of his 631 biological descendents (in 
2010) down to six generations, with over 100 
living at present. A second 17-page table 
opens at the same time showing these same 
631 descendents of Agol with ten columns of 
data on each.  

Birth Date  BirthDate  Date of birth of Ego.  

Death Date  DeathDate  Date of death of Ego  

Birth Date Estimate  BirthDateEst  Tells if Ego’s birth date is 
exact or estimated and range 
of estimation.  
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Death Date Estimate  DeathDateEst  Tells if Ego’s death date is 
exact or estimated and range 
of estimation.  

Birth Place  BirthPlace  Tells river area or place of 
residence of Ego’s parents  
when Ego was born. To see 
the name of the place and its 
latitude / longitude grid, 
double click inside the cell of 
this field. This also works for 
the Death Place field.  

Death Place  DeathPlace  Tells river area or place 
where Ego was residing 
when Ego died. A “99” in the 
cell means Ego’s place of 
death (or of birth) is unknown 
and was not in the SIA.  

% Agta Ancestry  PercentAgta  Shows the probable percentage of Agta 
ancestors of Ego; 100 means Ego’s ancestors 
were apparently all full Agta; 75 means Ego is 
75% Agta, usually meaning they had one non-
Agta (non-Negrito) grandparent. The “-1” symbol 
means “unknown” or that Ego probably had one 
or more non-Agta ancestors in the nineteenth or 
twentieth century. The percentage calculations in 
this cell are based on the genealogical histories 
in the memories of Agta adults the Headlands 
interviewed over the past 48 years and based on 
the 1936 census of Morice Vanoverbergh.  

Upd %  This button manually recalculates the % Agta 
Ancestry of Ego according to the % Ancestries 
of the parents of Ego. If one parent of Ego has 
a null or a “-1” in his or her “% Agta Ancestry” 
cell, then that parent is assumed to be 100% 
for the calculation (if the other parent is 100%). 
When you click the “Upd %” button of Ego, the 
DB recalculates the percentage of Agta 
ancestry. 

Birth Order  CalcBirthOrder  Tells birth order of Ego in 
his/her sibling set.  

Present Age  PresentAgeEgo  Tells current age of Ego if 
he/she still alive.  

Death Age  DeathAge  Tells age of Ego when 
he/she died; cell is blank if 
Ego is still alive or has died 
and the researchers do not 
know of the death.  

Mother’s Age at Birth  MotherAgeAtBirth  Tells age of Ego’s mother 
when Ego was born.  

Cause of Death  DeathCauseID  Tells cause of Ego’s death.  

 

Label of the 

cell in the  

Field name in 

BASIC form 

Explanation of the field 
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Form View 

Fertility History  FertHistID  Tells whether female Ego‟s birth history is 

certain, probably complete, or probably 

incomplete. (This information needed when 

calculating TFRs.)  

Born in Acc Pop  BornAccPop  Box is checked if Ego was born in the Acc Pop.  

Died in Acc Pop  DiedAccPop  Box is checked if Ego died while a member of 

the Acc Pop.  

Comments  Comments  General or additional comments about Ego  

Photo  Subform EmbPhoto  Shows facial photo of Ego. There are currently 

about 1,000 facial photos in the database.  

Photo Description  Subform EmbPhoto  Gives name(s) of individual(s) in the photo and 

ID number.  

Photo Year  Subform EmbPhoto  Tells year photo was taken.  

The table showing 

spouses of Ego  

Subform either 

EmbMARITAL or 

embMarriage_wife  

This table shows the list of Ego‟s spouses, 

including id#, name of spouse, reason for 

termination (ter), year marriage began, and year 

marriage ended.  

Termination codes are 1=death of wife; 

2=divorce; 3=death of husband; 4=still ongoing; 

5=divorce of a trial marriage only; 9=temporary 

union or „affair‟.  
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The table showing 

Migration  

Subform 

EmbLiveInPop  

This table shows the migration moves of Ego 

into and out of river areas on the Peninsula. 

There are just three such areas on the Peninsula, 

Koso (code #20), Dinipan (code #13), and the 

Lower Peninsula (code #22). Only the migration 

moves of SIA people are recorded in the 

database, and only when they move into or out of 

the SIA population or from one area of the 

Peninsula to one of the other two areas. (The 

migrations of Casiguran Agta living on the 

Mainland are not recorded in this database.) The 

first column shows the area in the SIA where Ego 

lived. The second column shows the order of 

Ego‟s moves. The third “Begin Year” column 

shows that Ego was living in the area on January 

first of year shown, and the fourth “Exit Year” 

column shows the year Ego left the area.  

For example, looking at Pepek (ID 13) in the 

database, we see that Pepek was born in 1961, 

that she first migrated into the Lower Peninsula 

of the SIA population in 1964 (since the cells 

shows she was a resident there on January 1, 

1965), and she outmigrated from the SIA pop in 

1966. Pepek was gone from the SIA for 17 years, 

until she migrated back in again, this time to the 

Dinipan area of the SIA, in 1982 (present there 

on January 1, 1983), and then out of the SIA in 

1984. Two years later, she was residing again in 

the SIA, this time in the Lower Peninsula, on 

January 1, 1986. Then she outmigrated from the 

SIA in 1991, and returned again in 1993. The 

empty cell in the Exit-Year column is blank, 

indicating that she was still present there in the 

Lower Peninsula at the time the researchers 

verified this in 2010, as shown in the fifth 

column titled “Year Verified.”  

To grasp an understanding of how the Headlands 

differentiated an actual migration move from a 

mere “visit,” see Early and Headland (1998:63-

64, 119).  

Migration Notes  MigrationNotes  Notes commenting on the migration of Ego, 

informal notes used to help the Headlands.   

Ancestor Report  When clicking this button, the database prompts for a person‟s ID, and then 

generates an ancestor tree for that person going up three generations.  

 
* SIA is an acronym meaning “the San Ildefonso Agta population.” The SIA are a subpopulation 
(numbering 284 in January 2010) of the larger Casiguran Agta population numbering 600 
(including the SIA). The SIA live on the San Ildefonso Peninsula. See Early and Headland (1998) 
for details.  
 
** Acculturating Population: This is a different population living on the San Ildefonso Peninsula 
(numbering 277 in 2010) consisting of interethnic families, mostly lowlander Filipino men married 
to Agta women and their descendants. The Acc Pop consists of households living in lowlander 
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hamlets on the Peninsula. Children in these households, though of part Agta parentage, are more 
culturally Filipino than Agta and they grow up speaking Filipino rather than the Agta language. 
See Early and Headland (1998: chapter 11) for details. 
 
*** We use the term “lowlander” to refer to non-Agta Filipino farmers. For details on this term, see 
Early and Headland’s 1998 book, page 21.  
 
 


